Let Q h be a finite element approximation of a given domain Q and W\ a finite element subspace of the space C 5~1 (Q h ) of all fonctions definçd on Q^ which have continuous derivatives up to order s -1 on Q h {s ^ 1). The main aim of this paper is to show that for h < K (where W is sufficiently small) the constants K(Q. h ) appeanng in Friedrichs' inequality and related inequalities written for fonctions from W s h can be substituted by constants independent on k This resuit allows to extend the theory of curved finite éléments developed by Ciarlet and Raviart [2] and Ciarlet [3] to the case of boundary value problems with various stable and unstable boundary conditions. The inequahties appeanng in this paper are called discrete forms of Friedrichs' inequahties because they are wntten only for the fonctions from the finite dimensional spaces W s h . As usual, the symbol H k (Q) will dénote the Sobolev space Let Q be a bounded domain in the x, y-plane with a sufficiently smooth boundary F. Let x = <p(s), y = \|/(s), a ^ 5 < b (1) be a parametric représentation of F. Let us triangulate the domain Q, i.e., let us divide it into a finite number of triangles (the sides of which can be curved) in such a way that two arbitrary triangles are either disjoint, or have a common vertex, or a common side. Let every triangulation T have the property that each interior triangle (i.e. a triangle having at most one point common with the boundary) has straight sides and each boundary triangle has at most one curved side. The curved triangles of the triangulation x will be called idéal curved triangles.
With every triangulation x we associate three parameters h, h and 0 defined by h = max hj , h = min h T , 0 = min 6 T (2)
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where h T and 0 T are the length of the greatest side and the smallest angle, respectively, of the triangle with straight sides which has the same vertices as the triangle T. We restrict ourselves to triangulations x satisfying 0 ^ e 0 , 0 O = const > 0,
h > c Q h , c 0 = const > 0 .
Let T ex be an idéal curved triangle and P u P 2 , P3 a local notation of its vertices. Let P 2 (x 2 , y 2 ), ^3(^3, 3^) be the end points of the curved side of T and let the symbols s 2 , s 3 dénote the values of the parameter s for which y k = Ms k ) (k = 2,3). According to (1) and (5) , the parametric représentation of the curved side P 2 P 3 of T can be written in the form x = cp(t) = <p(s 2 + s 32 t), y = vj/(t) = \|/(s 2 -f 5 32 £) (6) where 0 ^ t ^ 1 and s" 32 = s 3 -s 2 . Let <p*(t) and i|j*(t) be polynomials of degree at most n which satisfy q>*(0) = x 2ï <P*(1) = X 3 , V(Q) = y 2 , f(i) = y 3 .
Then <p*(t) = x 2 + x 32 t + t(l -t) p x (t),
**W = y 2 + 3*32 ' + *(1 -OP2W,
where x 32 = x 3 -x 2 , y 32 = y 3 -,y 2 . The polynomials Pi(£)> P2W depend on the form of approximation of the curved side P 2 P 3 . If n = 1 then p f = 0 (Ï = 1, 2). If n = 2 then we require <p*(l/2) = cp(l/2), \|/*(l/2) = \j/(l/2) and obtain p x = 4 cp(l/2) -2 x 2 -2 x 3 , p 2 = 4 \j/(l/2) -2 y 2 -2 y 3 . If n > 2 then we restrict ourselves to the case rc = 2r+l(r^l) and require <p*(t), \|/*(t) to be Hermite interpolation polynomials of functions <p(t), \|/(t) uniquely determined by the function values and all derivatives up to order r inclusively at the points t 2 = 0, t 3 = 1. This leads, with respect to (7) , to the following additional conditions for cp*(t) and \|/*(t) :
5 32 9 (/£) fe) = (p*< k >( tl .), fc = 1,..., r ; ï = 2, 3 ,
1 32 V k) fe) -xl/* (k) (^), k = 1,.... r ; Î = 2, 3 .
Let n be chosen. Then the approximation T * of the ideal curved triangle T e T is defined in the following way : T* is the triangle which has the same vertices P u P 29 P 3 as T, straight sides P 1 P 2 , P x P 3 and the curved side defined by the équations
The curved triangle T * can be expressed as an image of the Standard triangle T o which lies in the plane £,, n and has the vertices R x (0 9 0), R 2 (l 9 0), R 3 (0, 1). The corresponding mapping is of the form X = X*(£, Tl) = Xj + X 2 ^ + X 3 Tl where x fc -x* -x 1? y, = y k -ji (see [8] , [9] ).
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A. ZENISEK In this paper, besides the standard triangle T o we shall need the triangle Tl which lies in the plane Ç, J\ and has the vertices R^O, 0), H|(l + q, 0), 1(0, 1 + q\ q being a given number, 4 > 0. The image of T$ in transformation (13) will be denoted by T* q . The properties of transformation (13) are summarized in lemma 1. (In this lemma and in what follows the symbol T dénotes a closed triangle and the symbol T its interior.)
LEMMA 1 : Let n be given, let the boundary Y of the domain Q be of class C n+1 and let q = 0(/i 1/2 ) 5 q ^ 0. If h is sufficiently small then transformation (13) has the following properties :
1. The Jacobian J*fe n) of transformation (13) is différent from zero on T q 0 . 2. The vertex R 1 is mapped onto the point Px(x u y x ), the vertex R q 2 onto the point P q 2 (x 2 + 3c 2 q, y 2 + ~y 2 q) and the vertex R q 3 onto the point + 3c 3 q 9 y 3 + y 3 q).
The sides R x R q 2 and R x R% are linearly mapped onto the segments P x P\ and P 1 P% 9 respectively, and the side R\ R% is mapped onto the arc s* q = P\ P q which has the parametric équations x = x 2 + x 2 q + 3c 32 r| + (1 -h q -n) HPiOl), y = yi + yi q + y 32 n + (i + q -v) Tip 2 (n), where 0 ^ r| ^ 1 + q.
3. The mapping (13) maps the triangle T% one-to-one onto the triangle T* q whose boundary dT* q is the union ofthe segments P x P|, P 1 P q and the arc s* q .
4. Both the mapping (13) and its inverse mapping are of class C 00 and it holds for fë, n) e Tl (x, y) e T* q :
D«x*& n) = 0(/t'«'), D a y*fë, n) = 0(/i'*i), | a | -1, 2,...,
D-Ç*(x, y) = 0(/if A ), D a n *(x, 3^) = (Xfcf 1 ), | a | = 1, 2,...,
where % = %*(x,y), T, = n*(*,30
is the inverse mapping to the mapping (13).
Let S u S 2 be two arbitrary points ofthe triangle T% and S U S 2 their images R A T R O Analyse numénque/Numencal Analysis
with respect to the mapping (l3).Let e be the distance between § u S 2 and 5 the distance between S l9 S 2 . Then
where b l > 0, b 2 > 0 are constants independent on h T and e.
The proof of lemma 1 is a straightforward generalization of considérations introduced in [7] , [8] and [9] . Thus it is omitted.
Let us replace the ideal curved triangles T of the triangulation x of Q by their approximations T* defined above and dénote such a changed triangulation by x h , The union of the closed triangles of x h will be denoted by Q h and the boundary of Q,, by T h . Using triangular finite C m -elements we shall construct finite dimensional subspaces W™ +1 of C m {Q h ). We restrict ourselves to the cases m = 0 and m -1. As such constructions are well-known (see, e.g., [7] , [8] , [5] , [9] ) we introducé only the properties necessary for our considérations.
Let us start with m = 0. If n = 1 then Q h is a polygonal domain and the restriction v |f of v e W£ to an arbitrary triangle T G x h is a linear function uniquely determined by function values prescribed at the vertices of T.
If n -2 then F h is piecewise quadratic and the restriction v |f of v e W£ to an arbitrary interior triangle is a quadratic polynomial uniquely determined by the function values «(PJ, v(Q jk ) (i = 1, 2, 3 ; j = 1, 2 ; k = 2, 3 ; j < k) where P i are the vertices of T and Q jk the mid-points of the sides P } P k . The restriction v |f* of u G W,, 1 to an arbitrary boundary triangle T*ex A is such a function that n) -«IP(X*K, n),j>*fé, n)) (
is a quadratic polynomial uniquely determined by the function values p(R.) = v |^(P.) B p(S Jfc ) = i; |f*(Öjjt) where S jk is the midpoint of Rj R k . (Let us note that Q 23 = (<p*(l/2), \|/*(l/2)).) Ifn = 2fc+ l(fc^ 1) then F ft is piecewise of degree 2 /c + 1 and the restriction v \f of u e W^1 to an arbitrary interior triangle T e x h is a polynomial of degree 21c + 1 uniquely determined by the parameters
where P i are vertices and P o the centre of gravity of T. The restriction v \j* of v e Wl to an arbitrary boundary triangle T*ex h is such a function that the function pfc, r\) defined by (19) is a polynomial of degree Ik + 1 uniquely determined by the parameters
where R o is the centre of gravity of T o . Each of the derivatives | a | = j is a linear combination of the derivatives D*v(P k ), \ oc | = j and can be obtained from (19) by means of the rule of differentiation of a composite function. (Let us note that P o is in this case the image of R o in transformation (13).) In the case m = 1 we restrict ourselves to the case of the simplest C ^éléments. Thus the restriction v \f of v e W% to an arbitrary interior triangle Te x h is Bell's polynomial of fifth degree uniquely determined by the parameters
and by the condition that dv/dv jk be a polynomial of third degree along the side Pj P k (j < k, j = 1, 2 ; k = 2, 3), v jfc being the normal to P, P k . The restriction v\ T * oî v e Wl to an arbitrary boundary triangle T* ex h is such a function that the function p(^, r\) defined by (19) is a polynomial of degree 4 + n uniquely determined by the parameters described in [9, theorem 3] . The number n dépends usually on the boundary conditions prescribed on F. Let us consider the case that Q represents the middle plane of a thin elastic plate. Then from the point of view of boundary conditions the boundary F is divided into three disjoint parts : a clamped part F l5 a simply supported part F 2 and a free part F 3 . Let T hi (i = 1, 2, 3) be the part of F ft approximating T t and let n t be the degree of curved sides c h from which T hi consists. It is not diffîcult to see that the degrees r n = 3, n 2 -5 are necessary and sufficient for the validity of implication (98). Further, it will be seen in section 3 that the degrees n l = 3, n 2 -5, n 3 = 3 are sufficient for the validity of inequality (99). In this case also the second term on the right-hand side of inequality (100) is of the same numerical accuracy as the first term. Thus we set n i = 3, n 2 = 5, n 3 = 3 .
(23)
The following lemma will be useful in our considérations : (2 4a) and where C dépends only on T.
The proof of lemma 2 is similar to the proof of [10, lemma 2]. Thus it is omitted.
At the end of this section we introducé a notion of a natural extension v of a function v e W™ +1 from the domain Q h to the domain Q h + (Q -Q h ). This notion will be important in the proof of theorems 1 and 2.
The set Q -Q h is a union of se_ts T } -Tf (j = 1,..., N) where N is the number of curved triangles in x, T, e x is an idéal curved triangle and Tf its approximation. Let us choose q = 0(/z 1/2 ) and let Tf q be the image of T% in transformation (13) r (The index j expresses that transformation (13) concerns the triangle f r ) If T, -Tf # 0then, according to (18) and (24), the part of the curved side of T, which forms a part of the boundary of Tj -Tf lies in Tf* -Tf.
If we transform the restriction v \f* of v e W^" +1 from T,* onto the standard triangle T Q by means of transformation (13), we obtain a polynomial Pj(4, T|) of degree tó
The polynomial (27) is defined uniquely in the whole £, q-plane. Transforming pjfe, x\) from the triangle T% onto the triangle Tf q by means of the inverse transformation (17), we obtain a function u g (x, y). lts restriction to the domain T* + (Tj -Tf) is the natural extension of v |f;from Tf to T, + (T 7 -T*). Doing this for all boundary triangles we obtain the natural extension U of v e W™ + x from Q h to Q h + (Q -Q h ). 
DISCRETE FORMS OF FRIEDRICHS' INEQUALITIES
where K X (Q) is an arbitrary constant which can occur in Friedrichs 1 inequality 
The symbols appearing on the right-hand sides of (40)-(42) have the foliowing meaning : N is the number of the boundary triangles and &{ are the parameters uniquely determining the polynomial pjfe, r\) which is defined by (27) and which can be written in the form Pj^ r|) =: YJ &i ^ifës Tl)
where bfâ, r\) are basis functions corresponding to the parameters à t . In the case of C°-elements the number of basis functions is given by d = (n + 1) (n + 2)/2, in the case of C 1 -éléments by d = {n + 5) (n 4-6)/2. The parameters à t and the basis functions 5^, rj) are ordered in such a way that the first 5 parameters dj,..., oc s are all parameters which have the meaning of function values. Thus
In proving the first estimate (39) we start from the inequality Z where T ; -c Q (7 = 1,..., N) are ideal boundary triangles. Let K ; -be the are which lies in the £, r\ -plane and which is mapped by transformation (13),-onto the arc dT j n T, dT } being the boundary of T y Let 0 < r < 1/2 be a fixed number. Let T 0 (r) be the triangle which lies in the i;, r|-plane and has the vertices R[{0, 0), R r 2 (l -r, 0), R r 3 (0, 1 -r). It follows from (18) and (24) that for sufficiently small h the arcs Kj (j = 1, ..., N) lie outside the triangle T 0 (r). Thus it holds, according to (4) and (14),
where the polynomial pfit>, r\) is given by (43) where C is an absolute constant. (In what follows C will dénote an absolute constant not necessarily the same in any two different places.) Let a be a quadrilatéral lying in the Ç, r\ -plane, ha ving vertices A x (l -P, 0), A 2 {1 + P, 0), 4 3 (0,1 4-P), A 4 {Q,1 -p) and containing all arcs K,-(j = 1, ..., N). According to (18) and (24), we can choose P so small that mes a = 0{h n ).
(52)
Using (14), (16) and (44) 
In the same way we can obtain e 1+ = 0(/i").
As to the estimate of £ 2 _ we can prove
Estimate (57) follows from (51), (52), (55) and from the estimate l«ll,T,-rj^C(|p J |l iO h-2 + |p 7 lU-(58)
In the same way we obtain £ 2+ = 0{h n~2 ). Now we estimate 5 fc + and 8 k _ (fc = 1, 2). Let us set for the sake of brevity
G k (v) = (t\» \U-)/*<«/) ( y ^ const on V) •
If Ü = const on U then, according to (37) and (39), 0, 1,..., R) . Remark 1 : In order to prove theorems 1 and 2 together we restricted ourselves to one type of boundary C 1 -éléments in theorem 2. Usually we use two types of boundary C ^éléments (see (23)). In such a case the assumptions of theorem 2 can be easily modified. The proof of theorem 2 remains the same, only some formulas are more complicated.
Remark 2 : Under the assumption of theorem 1 that F is of class C n+X we obtained the maximum rate of convergence in the case of e 1± , ô 1± : e 1± = 0(/z"), S lt± = 0(/f). The following two statements (i) and (ii) allow to weaken this assumption. (The rate of convergence will be then lower but this is not important in our considérations.) (i) Let n -2k + 1 (k ^ 1) and k ^ n ^ n. If we assume in lemma 2 that T is of class C" +1 then where cp*(r) is the Hermite interpolation polynomial of degree n of the fonction cp(t) (see Section 1). Relation (24b) is modified in the same way. (This statement can be proved similarly as the first part of lemma 2 ; instead of the classic remainder theorem for Hermite interpolation we use a one-dimensional analogy of [1, theorem 2].) (ii) Letw = 2 k + 1 (k ^ 2) and A: ^ n < n. Let the right-hand sides of (13) be polynomials of degree n and let us assume in lemma 1 that F is of class C" + \ Then estimâtes (15), (16) hold for | a. \ = 1,..., n -1. The remaining assertions of lemma 1 are not changed. (This statement foliows from (i).)
Remark 3 : The question of weakening the assumptions of theorem 2 is quite topical. It may happen that F is only of class C 4 and we must approximate the simply supported part F 2 of F piecewise by quintic arcs in order to guarantee (98).
Inspecting the proof of theorems 1 and 2 and changing lemmas 1 and 2 according to (ii) and (i), respectively, we obtain the following corollaries : COROLLARY 1 : Let n = 2k + 1 {k ^ 0) or n = 2 and let W\ be the corresponding C°-finite element space which is described in section i. Let the boundary F of Q be of class C ïï+1 where n = nfor n ^ 3 and k + 1 ^ n ^ nfor n -2k + 1 (k > 2) .
Let the assumptions of theorem 1 concerning S and S h be satisfied. Then l f v 2 ds + \v |? >£ J VveWl,h<K (75a)
where îi is a sufficiently smallfixed number and C x a constant independent on v and h.
It should be noted that a similar result can be obtained in the case of curved triangular isoparametric éléments which are described in [2] and [3] . COROLLARY where h is a sufficiently small fixed number and C 2 is a constant independent on v and h.
APPLICATIONS
Applications of theorem 1 and its corollary in the case of second order elliptic équations are introduced in [10] . In this section we restrict ourselves to the case of fourth order problems.
Let us consider the following problem of bending of thin elastic plates :
where v is the outward normal to the boundary F = I\ + T 2 + T 3 (r t n Tj = 0), f g 0 , g l9 g 2 , P, Q are sufficiently smooth functions and We shall solve the problem (86) by the finite element method. Let W\ be the C 1 -finite element space introduced in section 1. Then, according to (23), Ffci + r h3 is piecewise cubic and F" 2 piecewise quintic. Let V Qh be a subspace of w\ defîned by Voh -{ w G W 2 : w = 0 on r hl + F ft2 , dw/dv = 0 on r fcl }
where v ft is the outward normal to r fc . Finally, let V 9h be the subset of W 2 consisting of those functions which satisfy the following at the nodal points P l lying on The symbol ƒ dénotes a contmuous extension of the function ƒ to a domain Ü => fi h (/z < /*) and P h , Q h are fonctions obtained by « transferring » the fonctions P, Q from F onto F ft (we explain it in the case of the function Q) : let c(P 2 , P 3 ) be an arc lymg on F 3 , P 2 and P 3 being lts end points denoted in a local notation. Let c h (P 2 , P 3 ) c F ft3 be the approximation of c(P 2 , P 3 ). The parametric représentations of c(P 2 , P 3 ) and c h (P 2 , P 3 ) are expressed by (6) and (12) where p*(t) is given by (67).
Let us restrict to the case that ƒ is a constant. Then ƒ = ƒ and from the theoretical point of view it is possible to solve problem (92) and not to use numerical intégration. As the applications of theorems 1 and 2 are the same in both cases with and without numerical intégration we restrict our considérations to problem (92). (Details concerning the use of numerical intégration can be found in [4] .)
It follows from (10), (11) and from the définition of the space V Oh and the set V gh that it holds v -weV Oh .
(98)
Using this implication it is easy to prove the following theorem (the proof is omitted because it is only a modification of the proofs of similar theorems from [2] and [3] ) : 
where ü is an arbitrary function in H 2 (Q) and Cis a constant independent on ü and h.
In what follows ü will dénote a continuous extension of the exact solution of problem (77)-(81) to the domain Û => Q h {h < h). We shall use theorem 3 for estimating \\u -u h \\ 2Slh .
First we establish the validity of inequality (99) which expresses the uniform F Oft -ellipticity of the bilinear forms â h (v, w) (h < h). It is easy to see that
Vü e W\ , \fh.
If mes Fi > 0 and F t is not a part of a straight line we use corollary 3 and (101) for arbitrary v e V Oh . We obtain inequality (99) with y = (1 -|i)/C 2 . If Y x is a part of a straight line we use the inequality Modifying some ideas of the proof of theorems 1 and 2 it is not diffîcult to prove that where h < h and C t is the constant from corollaries 1 and 2. Using then corollary 2 we obtain inequality (99) with Y = i(l -|i)min(1,1/(2 0?)).
If mes I\ = 0 then mes T 2 = mes T -mes F 3 > 0. In this case we assume that F 2 is not a part of a straight line (a necessary condition for the uniqueness of the solution of problem (77)-(81)). Using (101) and corollary 3 for arbitrary v e V Qh we obtain inequality (99) with y = (1 -v)/C 2 - In estimating the first term on the right-hand side of (100) we shall use [9, theorem 5] and a similar theorem for BelFs éléments [1, p. 819 ]. In accordance with assumptions of these theorems we shall assume that iï e H 5 (Q). Let Wj be the function from W\ which interpolâtes ü (i.e. the parameters uniquely determining w f are the function values and derivatives of M at the corresponding nodal points). Then Wj e V gh and we have inf \\ü-v 2iCï^(
102)
It remains to prove that the second term on the right-hand side of (100) is 0(h 3 ). The assumption üeH 5 
